John deere 330 garden tractor

Cyclonic air-management system removes larger particles of dirt before they reach the air filter
for reduced filter maintenance and longer engine life:. Two debris inspection ports help ensure
clean engine fins for optimum cooling. Bolts to open them are conveniently located under the
air filter cover. A flywheel alternator provides plenty of capacity to quickly recharge the battery
and power electrical equipment, such as lights or a sprayer:. Large fuel tank and convenient
fuel gauge minimize the number of stops for fuel and chance of running out of fuel:. The in.
Optimal performance and dispersion of clippings is provided, even at faster mowing speeds:.
Deep mower-deck stamping gives excellent cut quality. Deep mower-deck stamping gives high
productivity, which gets the job done fast. Low-tension belt-drive design reduces the side load
on the engines lower bearing and mower deck bearings for longer life. Rolled outer edge of the
deck provides extra strength and protection. Dual-stage E-coat and powder-paint coatings
provide extra protection from rust. Advantages of mulching grass clippings include:. While in
the side-discharge mode, MulchControl will still mulch about one third of the material.
Therefore, the side-discharge mode is essentially a partial-mulch mode. This can be an
advantage when side discharging or bagging, as it helps to reduce the amount of material being
discharged. Other times this could work as a disadvantage:. High-lift bagging blades are
included with the bagger chute. Mulching blades are included with the MulchControl
attachment. They can be used for mulching, side discharging, and bagging in most conditions.
It provides an efficient means of collecting grass clippings and leaves. The optional
MulchControl system makes mulching more practical for many mowing situations because it
not only does an excellent job of mulching, but it also allows the mower to be easily converted
for times when it is more desirable to side discharge or collect the lawn material. Electric
one-touch MulchControl systems shift the MulchControl baffle using an electric actuator that is
operated by a dash-mounted switch. Operators can convert between modes without interrupting
the mowing process, making it possible to change between modes:. While in the side discharge
mode, MulchControl still mulches about one third of the material. Therefore, the side discharge
mode is essentially a partial mulch mode. The Power Flow blower runs without material when
the baffle is closed. When bagging with MulchControl on a 42A mower deck, the cut-and-throw
rear bagger can be used with the MulchControl blades. However, the rear MulchControl baffle A
needs to be removed to install the bagger chute. The baffle is held in place with two carriage
bolts. To return to mulching, the chute needs to be removed and the baffle replaced. Each
MulchControl system is an optional field-installed attachment and includes everything needed:
baffles, mulch blades, a handle lever action attachments or an actuator, wiring, and switches
electric one-touch attachments. An advantage of lawn tractors is their ability to use equipment
for snow removal. Lawn tractor owners can add a John Deere snow blower or front blade to
make quick work of moving snow whenever the need arises. Weather enclosure and tire-chain
attachments add comfort and performance. Equipment available for snow removal includes:. A
heavy-duty sector and pinion steering system with quality bearings provides easy and precise
control for the life of the tractor:. This design is very efficient and reduces the number of sealing
surfaces to minimize the potential for leakage. Combined with the foot controls, the hydrostatic
transmission functions similarly to that of an automatic transmission in an automobile, so the
term automatic is often used to describe it:. A freewheeling valve control is conveniently
located near the tractor rear hitch plate for good visibility and easy operation. Instrument
display has the look and feel of a modern automobile. A power-up sequence cycles lights and
gauges to indicate they are working:. Deck-leveling gauge is placed at the appropriate location
under the left rear, right rear, and front of the mower deck as the cut height is adjusted using
the Exact Adjust tool and front draft arm adjusting nuts. Pushing with the foot to raise the
mower or implement is less strenuous for many operators than using a hand-lift lever:. NOTE:
The adjustable lift-assist spring is standard equipment on tractors with manual foot-lift system
that are shipped with the in. It is a recommended option for foot-lift tractors sold with the in. The
parking brake control is conveniently located for easy access. It holds the brake pedal securely
in the locked position. Before traveling forward or rearward:. NOTE: Operating the mower while
backing up is strongly discouraged. RIO should be used only when operating another
attachment or when the operator deems it necessary to reposition the machine with the mower
engaged. The frame is made of heavy formed and welded steel, reinforced in critical areas for
even greater strength:. An open-back in. A removable plug on the console, in front of the
operator, provides a convenient location for the optional V outlet and makes installation easy. A
removable onboard deck-leveling gauge and a hex-key tool are provided to make adjustment
easy. They are securely stored under the tractor seat. Consult the operator's manual for the
correct adjusting procedures for each tractor model. Basic adjusting steps to properly level the
mower deck include:. The rounded end allows for some misalignment with the bolt as the deck
is adjusted. The app helps determine the best time to mow, communicates expert pre-mow tips,

offers maintenance reminders, and provides walk-through guides. The app supports residential
lawn equipment such as Series, S, X, X, X, Z through Z, and many similarly sized older products.
It does not presently support tractor models numbered and larger, such as R. NOTE: Some
product image variation may exist. Also available is the John Deere MowerPlus smart connector
sold separately. The smart connector transmits engine usage to the app, making it easy to track
maintenance intervals. It also transmits the fuel level to the appâ€”when thinking ahead about
Saturday morning mowing, the operator can make sure the tractor is fueled and ready to go.
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Information. X Lawn Tractor with inch Deck. Powered by hp Add to Cart Build Your Own. Find a
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Accel Deep 42A Mower. Accel Deep 42A Mower Deck. Lever action MulchControl handle.
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decks. Snow removal is a strength of lawn tractors in. Snow blower, weather enclosure, and
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tractor seat. Exact Adjust tool is used to level mower deck. Twin Touch foot control. Cruise
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Frame is reliable heavy-duty welded steel Welded, heavy-duty frame. Cast-iron front axle.
Steering spindle. Rear equipment mounting system. Modern styling with functional design
enhances appearance and performance Attractive styling. Hood air-intake louvers. Optimum
lighting pattern. Operator station is comfortable and convenient Operator station. Operator
station. Comfortable open-back seat. Seat suspension with springs in rear position. Seat
suspension with springs in forward position. Cup holder and covered toolbox on fender.
Covered toolbox with open cover. Location for optional V outlet. Fast connector location.
Serviceability is convenient with easy-open hood One-piece hood is easy to open. Service
interval decal located under hood. Easy-to-service engine fuel and oil filters. Deck-leveling
gauge and hex adjusting tool stored under tractor seat. Exact Adjust access holes.
Deck-leveling tool placed under deck. Using included ball-hex tool to level mower deck.
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